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Farewell, "Again," to the MSl-Editor John Thompson has given me one last shot at the Laz Gaz before
Sally and I take departure from the MSI and Port Aransas. May we offer our thanks again for the
wonderful going-away bash, complete with a Mariachi band and Texas BBQ, at the Wilson Cottages. We
were pleased and honored that so many of our Port Aransas friends and colleagues were on hand to wish
us well.
As I have said before, our successes in working together over the past eight years have not been due to any
one individual, but rather to a team effort in which every one of you contributed in some important way.
What accomplishments we can claim, we claim together, and that includes support staff, research staff and
faculty, students, postdocs, our Advisory Council, and those in the UT Austin and System administrations
who believe in us and what we do.
We must also acknowledge those who preceded us and who made their own contributions to the MSI, as
.well as those who will follow and take this organization to another level of achievement. It has been a
pleasure working with you all and putting our mark on the history and future of UTMSI.

When I look back certain things stand out that make me particularly proud. To name a few, I would point
first to recruitment of seven vigorous and productive young research scientists from 1986 to 1988. When
I arrived in October 1984, it was too quiet around here. The halls echoed with silence and many office and
lab doors were kept closed. The sound of young children was gone and the enthusiastic scientific encounters
between colleagues had dimmed. Some of our old hands were fighting to hold things together, but it just
wasn't the same MSI we all remembered from years gone by.
Well the "magnificent seven" have provided the MSI with a badly needed blood transfusion. The refereed
publications are flowing again in quality journals, sponsored project funds are increasing in spite of a very
competitive environment, and the halls and meeting rooms resound with spirited debate over important
environmental and other research questions. I like it all, but the greatest delight was the swirling swarm
of chattering kids celebrating their version of the going-away party under the lights of the tennis and
basketball courts at Wilson Cottages. There is more than one way to measure a laboratory's productivity
rate.
In April 1989, the Department of Marine Science, otherwise known as Dr. Frankenstein's patient, received
a lightning strike from the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board and sat bolt upright on the
operating table. We started with nine graduate students in our new masters and doctoral program in
Marine Science back in 1989, are up to 32, and still counting. In less than four years we have graduated
5 M.A. candidates, will have four more in the next academic year, and will have our first Ph.D. graduate
by the end of the Fall Semester. Make my day Matt!
Our faculty, which had fallen to six members, sprang back to 15. For the first time in many years, we have
put candidates before the College of Natural Sciences Promotion and Tenure Committee and have seen the
successful advancement of two Assistant Professors to Associate Professor, with tenure, and one Associate
Professor to Full Professor. The Department of Marine Science has gone from a wooden dummy to a "real"
department thanks primarily to the approval of the degree plan, our new faculty, and the marvelous, bright
students we are attracting.
We are equally pleased to add, during this eight year period, another 15 UT students enrolled in other
campus science departments who did their research here under the supervision of our faculty and research
scientists. Over 130 such students have used the facilities of the MSI for graduate research since 1945.
You can add to that eight year total four or five Aggie doctoral students who conducted their research here
and seven or eight CCSU masters degree students who did their work with our faculty and staff serving
as adjunct professors at Nouveau Aggie U.
And how about that Advisory Council of ours? We now have the Mary Anderson Abell Marine Science
Library Endowment for $25k and two endowments matched by the Board of Regents--the Julian C. Barton
Regents Scholarship in Marine Science for $112k and the Nancy Lee and Perry R. Bass Regents Chair in
Marine Science for $1.5 million. Other gifts and funds raised by the Council include $70,000 for the
Library, $30,000 for graduate student recruitment and support, and another $200,000 in discretionary funds
for research and research-related activities.
Are we carrying our weight as a state agency? Our physical plant is formula funded at $1 million, funds
over which we have no control. Our annual operating funds were at $1.5 million in 1985, with 68% from
state appropriations and 32% from grants and contracts. In 1992 our total operating budget was almost
$3 million of which 40% was from the state and 60% was from competitive grants and contracts won by our
research staff. We are basically raising $1.50 for every state dollar invested in operations.
Our research scientists and faculty are both national and international players. We have scientists and
students working in the Bering.Sea and Arctic Ocean, including work with Russian and other international
colleagues, projects in the Antarctic, funded research in the Amazon Basin, the Indian Ocean, and Persian
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Gulf. But, I am particularly proud of our accomplishments and contributions on the impact of freshwater
inflow into Texas bays and estuaries. These studies for the Texas Water Development Board were not only
important to water resources management, but they also served to pull together our new research scientists
and started them working as an effective team. The timing of our ATP-supported Laguna Madre work
could not have been better. We had valuable data in hand just before the Brown Tide outbreak in Baffin
Bay and have been on top of this phenomenon since day one.
Last, but not least, we have performed a mid-life refit and stretched RIV Longhorn from 85 to 105',
constructed a new pier lab, have replaced our antique environmental chambers, obtained branch status for
the Marine Science Library with UT Austin's General Libraries, and have been active in and sponsored
several NSF-funded minority workshops in marine science.
The above just represents highlights, we have done much more together, but space and the Editor preclude
further evidence. Suffice it to say that I am delighted with our progress over the past eight years and very
pleased to leave the MSI and the Department in good hands with Dr. Terry Whitledge stepping in to look
after the former and Dr. Peter Thomas to carry on with the latter. If you give them one-third of the help
you have given me, these organizations are going to continue to exceed all our expectations.
Thank you all for your support and for making my time with you both rewarding and enjoyable. Because
of all your hard work and accomplishments, the productivity, pride, and, yes, the children are back. I came
· in silence and leave in bedlam, and it feels good. The MSI is alive and well. -Adios mi Amigos y Amigas!
-Robert S. Jones

Dick Scalan retires -The fellow on the masthead of the LazGaz is Dick Scalan, who is retiring June 30
after 19 years at MSI. When Dick Scalan moved from Phillips Petroleum to MSI, he expected to move from
the world of dark suits to swim suits. And so it has been; for most of us have seen Dick in slaps and shorts
working electronic· wizardry on gadgets from battery chargers to mass-specs. We even owned a sailboat
together for a while until we realized that the reason we kept going aground was that neither of us knew
how to sail. But back to dress. Dress for field trips is often strange looking, but perhaps the all time
funniest for Dick and the International Seagrass Experiment group was in N. E. Australia where the local
shallow marine waters provided 12 foot crocodiles, poisonous marine snakes, and deadly sea~wasps. It
turns out that pantyhose protects from the small sea-wasps. The sight of Dick and his crew wading in
pantyhose was to be remembered but not photographed. Only a few geochemists have had such adventures.
Only a very few have worked in natural radioactivity, accelerator induced radioactivity, stable isotope
geochemistry/ecology, petroleum geochemistry and basic geochemistry. Could it be that we are moving
toward knowing more about less?
-Pat Parker
Robin Brinkmeyer has completed all the requirements for a Masters Degree in the Department of Marine
Science and will graduate this summer. Her completed thesis is entitled The Response of Red Drum
(Sciaenops ocellatus) Larvae to Total Dietary Lipid and Varied Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids. Robin left for
Belgium on Friday, May 14, and will spend a few months working in thelaboratory of Dr. P. Sorgeloos at
the University of Ghent, before traveling throughout Europe. She plans to return to school to pursue a
Ph.D. degree in the fall. You can reach her by phone, fax or E-Mail.
-Joan Holt
Inge Guerden has returned to Belgium after spending three months working in Dr. Joan Holt's laboratory.
She is a doctoral student at the University of Ghent and came to the Marine Science Institute to expand
her knowledge and experience of larval fish feedi_ng and nutrition. Inge will be working with Robin in
Ghent and will be able to show her around and introduce her to northern Europe.
-Joan Holt
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Billy Flippo, a graduating senior at PAHS and part time employee ofMSI, was recognized for all year A/B
honor roll and outstanding student in Geometry. Billy was also recognized as a member of Pals and
attained the total points necessary to earn his letter jacket.

MS/ Employees Proud Parents of -

Anita Benner is president of her sophomore class of 250 students at Flour Bluff High
School. Anita is a member of the Flour Bluff High School's varsity soccer team - a team
which advanced to the regionals in San Antonio this year.
Meg Roberson is an honor graduate of Port Aransas High School. At the High School's
May 12 Awards Assembly Meg received scholarships from the Farmers Insurance Group,
the Student Council, and the Port Aransas Dart Association, was recognized for the all year
AIB Honor Roll, for being a member of Pals, and as the outstanding student for English N
and office aide.
Chris Horn, a freshman at P AHS, was recognized as the outstanding student in Algebra
and Typing I.
Jill Thompson, a sophomore at PARS, was recognized for the all year A Honor Roll and
as the outstanding student in English IIH, Algebra IIH, US History, and Biology.
· Danny Pike has been three times honored for his activities in the junior high school band:
outstanding band student 1993, outstanding accomplishment in Solo-I Division - Baritone,
and outstanding accomplishment in Ensemble-I Division - Baritone.

Joan Holt, Connie Arnold, and Cecelia Riley hosted a meeting of the Texas Aquaculture Association's
Ornamental Section on Wednesday, April 28, in the FAML Conference Room. Dr. G. Joan Holt and Cecilia
Riley gave tours of the facility to the 12 members who came from Austin, Houston, Harlingen, and places
in between. Holt discussed her research on ornamentals and Dr. C.R. Arnold lectured to the group on.how
-Joan Holt
to grow rotifers.
Chris Kitting and Cleber Duverney are visiting MSI May 20 through June 5 in connection with their
work on biophysical gains versus losses of epiphytic algae due to foraging versus abrasion arrwng seagrass
blades. Dr. Kitting is a former member of the science staff at MSI and formerly an Assistant Professor of
the UT Department of Marine Science. Dr. Kitting is now with the Department of Biological Sciences of
-Paul Montagna
California State University, Hayward, and Mr. Ouverney is his graduate student.
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Terry Whitledge older than dirt - A very
surprised Terry Whitledge was the guest of honor
at a short festivity held in the Director's office
Tuesday, May 11. If there was ever (there really
wasn't) any doubt that Terry is a good sport-such
doubt has been for-ever-more dispelled! Thanks(?)
largely to the efforts of Kathy Quade and Patty
Baker, Terry was subjected to a variety of
humorous and good natured insults and
humiliations on the occasion of his fiftieth
birthday. Nevertheless, he managed to smile
through it all. The honors included an older than
dirt T-shirt, a throne and crown, all guests
wearing crowns complete with the smiling
countenance of the old one, and a gift of
unmentionable apparel complete · with an
unmentionable line printed in an unmentionable
place (we would tell you what the line was but it
wouldn't ·stand up to the censor). --Anonymous

Terry .Whitledge

+

cTa.pfilH Ta.M rpoHT

(Translation: "Terry Whitledge older than dirt". This item has
been translated from the Russian original, editor) We
Russian Scientists were pleased to give our friend
Dr. Whitledge a surprise party which was much
bigger and better than the one he told us about
which was in Texas. The party was organized by
Terry's long time friend M. Flint and there were
seven Russian Scientists present along with
distinguished guests from the city of St. Paul (our
party was held on St. Paul Island in the Pribilof
Islands) as well as the manager of the Reeve
Aleutian Airways.
A . huge decorated cake
sufficient for more than 50 persons was provided
and gifts of a cup, pen, carved driftwood (with
likeness of Dr. Whitledge) and a stuffed Crested
Auklet (a bird). We also made a drawing on
computer paper (copy enclosed in the hope you
may print it in your LazGaz which is widely read
in Russia) of Dr. Whitledge with one foot in the
Chukchi Sea and the other in the Mississippi. We
did not, however, provide obscene undergarments.
-Mhi He

---·

-· ··"'
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He came ...
He saw ...

~~
~~

_),

Presented to

Robert S. Jones
Director
Morine Science Institute
&
Chairman
Deportment of Morine Science
by
..
Faculty. Stoff. & Students
May JI, 1993

Bob Jones Resignation Party - Over 200 guests were
present for Bob Jones' resignation party Friday, May 15.
Staff, students, and friends of Bob and Sally Jones came
to share barbecued chicken (ala Kalke), barbecued brisket
(ala Thompson) and a great variety of salads, side dishes,
and desserts (ala everybody). The contents of two kegs
of beer were also temporarily present. Thanks to the
sponsorship of Dolores Villarreal, Norma Otero, and
Maria Selvera a great Mariachi band performed-and the
star of the show was our own Maria Selvera. Bob was
presented a special Lynn Amos compilation of LazGaz
mastheads framed by the Physical Plant Staff with
planking from the old pier. (In his letter of thanks to all
hands, Bob Jones termed John Thompson's presentation
words an incredibly long speech, for John; at the party
someone said they had never heard John talk so long or
Bob-in his acceptance speech- so short.) Anyway, the
food was great; the entertainment was superb; and even
the kids had a good time (playing basketball with Dave
Jirsa and Jay Peterson). Paul Montagna was chief
organizer and Kathy Quade chief cleaner-upper and
diplomat. It will be hard to improve on this the next
time Bob Jones leaves Port Aransas.

IN APPREC/A TION
- a Hgreat boss" for the
last 8 years!

Grants & Contracts-Awards Update ...

Environmental Protection Agency
92-25
Dunton:
"Coastal Submerged Aquatic Vegetation Initiative,"_ .. University
Virginia/Environmental Protection Agency, Subct 5-29963 (CR820443010), 10/92-09/94.

of

National Institutes of Environmental Health Science
89-29/7 Thomas: "Endocrine Effects of Reproductive Toxins in Female Fish," DHHS/PHS/ National
Institutes Environmental Health Science, 2R01-ES0421407 (Yr 4), 03/93-02/94.
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration
92-30
Amos: "Oceanography of the Waters Around Elephant Island, Antarctica," (Yr 4), National
Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration, Antar~tic Marine Living Resources Program, NA37FR0004-01,
11/92-10/93.
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National Science Foundation
92-14/1 Whitledge: "A Multi-Disciplinary Synthesis of the Chukchi Sea Ecosystem: Chemical Processes,"
National Science Foundation, DPP92-16130 (Yr 1), 01/93-06/94.
Buskey: "Behavioral Cues Responsible for the Initiation and Maintenance of Copepod Swarms,"
92-23
National Science Foundation, OCE92-18516, 02/93-01/95.
Thompson: "Shipboard Scientific Support Equipment," National Science Foundation, OCE9292-37
24207, 04/93-03/94.
Texas Water Development Board
Montagna: "Predicting Long-Term Effects of Freshwater Inflow on Macrobenthos in the Lavaca92-34
Colorado and Guadalupe Estuaries," Texas Water Development Board, Contract 92-483-352, 09/9208/93.
Benner: "Sediment Nitrogen Regeneration and Denitrification in Galveston Bay," Texas Water
93-16
Development Board, Contract 93-483-348, 12/92-08/93.

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Jones & Thomas: "Marine Toxicology Program," U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Cooperative Agmt
92-38
#14-48-0009-93-926 (Yr 1 of 5), 10/92-09/93.
Other Sources
Whitledge: "Environmental Characterization of the Nueces Estuary and the Upper Laguna
93-01
Madre," Coastal Bend Council of Governments, Resolution 1723, 01/93-07/93.
Montagna: "La Quinta Channel Environmental Monitoring Project: Benthic Diversity," Coastal
93-03
Bend Bays Foundation, Ltr; 022193, 10/92-09/93.
Montagna: "Inflow Needs Assessment: Effect of the Colorado River Diversion on Benthic
93-20
Communities," Lower Colorado River Authority, Agmt 021593, 01/93-12/93.
"Investigating Our Blue Planet," Southwest Educational Development
Tinnin:
93-23
Labora:tory/SCIMAST/U .S. Department of Education, 05/93-09/95.
-Lynn Amos

Purchasing & HUB Vendors - Most MSI researchers are by now aware that special efforts will be made
to push more business towards minority- and women-owned business enterprises, now known as HUBs
(Historically Underutilized Business). This effort is mandated by the Legislature's amendment of the Texas
Education Code, and implemented by action of the University's Board of Regents (see Handbook of
MSI has been doing reasonably well: about 11 % (average over 11
Operating Procedures, §6.43).
Faye Smith says "Things are
months) of our total dollar business has been placed with HUB vendors.
looking up!" Processing orders is becoming a little quicker as experience is gained in using the coding
system-those big black binders with the colorful section tabs for you. to rummage through, and the on-line
system. If you have a problem locating a HUB vendor for an item, talk to Faye or Erin. Faye says "Thanks
for your patience and help during this ordeal."
Notable Quotable - This one appealed to us: "Quality is rememlieruf fong after price is forgotten" (spotted by
Cameron Pratt on the letterhead of E.M. Corp, a HUB business).
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Petty Cash - Vichi Roberson says "Always glad to see your smiling faces, but please know your account
number when you come seeking money." Remember, too, that you should keep a supply of tax exempt
certificates handy. If you pay sales tax, it comes out of your pocket as the state will not reimburse sales
tax.
Travel - Simplification of UT-Austin's May 14, 1993 memorandum, Restrictions on Use of Credit Cards
(the UT "Corporate Card" from Diners Club): If it's not UT business, don't use it!

ATP/ARP Proposals 1993-94 - PI's please note an additional deadline: June 21, 1993 in Fiscal
Office. Remember, I'm a one-man-show and we can expect between 12 and 15 proposals in response to this
invitation! I do not need to see your "Mandatory Notice of Intent to Submit .. .", but do remember to send
those to OSP.
-Lynn Amos

Marine Education Services was formally established at MSI when Rick Tinnin came aboard in 1974.
Thousands of students now visit each year-staying in the dorms, eating at the cafeteria, going out on the
RIV KATY. However, before MES and Rick Tinnin, there were visiting classes - sometimes. An item in
the MSI historical files might possibly give one the impression visitation was not encouraged:

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
IHSTITUT£. 0,. MA,.IN£ •CIEHCI:
PO"T AlltAHSAS . T£XAS

--'t'iy

/

/

rj '5/ s ,y
1

October 15, 1958

l'.r. Dewey D. Davis, Chairman
Science
Southwest Texas Junior College
Uvalde, Texas

Department ~of

We wish to advise thRt continued rain is forecast for tomorrow
at Port Arnnsae. The Gulf water is e:xtrer.:ely high making Jetty-colJecting
hazardous. The Cienci~ ie now 1n drydock and the ~ier net is being
repaired. You ~tre moat welcome to come but we thought it best to acqu'.'1.int
you with the above facts.

Louie S. Kornicker
Actjng Director
Jn et itute of }~ar ine Science
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Cruising with the Cajuns - Bopi Biddanda, David Jorissen and I recently returned from a 10 day cruise
on the RV Pelican out of Cocodrie, Louisiana. It turned out to be a great time to be away from Port
Aransas, after scanning my mail I realized that I missed about 12 hours of faculty meetings. On the drive
over to Cocodrie we noticed a lot more crawfish farms and nearly every other billboard had another picture
of the Cajun mascot. For those of you who don't know where Cocodrie is, find Houma on your map (south
of New Orleans). It is quite possible that Cocodrie isn't on your map so look south of Houma and imagine
a town at the very end of the blacktop about a fifth the size of Port Aransas and without condominiums,
tourist shops and convenience stores. Like Port Aransas, the houses and laboratory (LUMCON) in Cocodrie
are on stilts, we even saw a doghouse on stilts. That bit of Cajun humor reminded me of some of the things
I've seen in Ronnie Revell's front yard, like the commode with flowers in it and a sign reading Flushing
Meadows. So, except for the trees, Spanish moss and a billion more biting insects, Cocodrie is similar in
many ways to Port Aransas.
Marine operations at LUMCON are run by Steve Rabalais, an old friend to many at the MSI. The Pelican .
is the same size as the Longhorn, and for our cruise she carried 12 scientists, two marine techs, and 5 crew.
Suzanne Strom, a former postdoc with Ed Buskey, was onboard studying micro-zooplankton grazing.
Suzanne's dad, Jay, was serving as her research assistant (Mike stayed home with the kids). Jay, a
recently retired engineer, thought coming on a cruise would be fun. Suzanne must not of told him he'd be
getting up every morning at 3:00 am to set-up grazing experiments. Fun was soon dropped from Jay's
vocabulary and the word "experience" gained new meaning. The focus of our research was to compare
community structure', trophic interactions and fluxes of carbon in a relatively oligotrophic water column on
the continental slope with a relatively eutrophic water column on the Louisiana shelf. Fortunately the
weatherman was wrong, and we had great weather throughout the cruise allowing us to complete all of our
planned studies and to gain a few pounds. We ran into an incredible bloom of salps at the shelf station
with >10 salps per liter. The standing stock of chlorophyll was rapidly depleted by these filter feeders, and
the salps disappeared just as quickly. · No one had a very satisfactory answer as to where the salps went,
as they did not appear to have any major predators.
No cruise report would be complete without some comments about the fishing. We saw several schools of
fish feeding at the surface in blue water. There were several strikes on trolled feathers, but David Jorissen
landed the only kingfish. David said it was the biggest fish he ever caught, and it is still getting bigger.
Was it really 30 lbs? We tied up to rigs on a couple of nights and a mixed bag was brought in, including
snapper, grouper, ling, amberjack, bluefish, shark and everybody's favorite, toadfish. We should have
brought one of those back to Dean Pakulski to add to his frog collection. If you haven't seen the frog
collection stop by his office for a real treat. To end a nearly perfect cruise we had a Cajun crawfish boil at
the dock before heading home. The cruise was a great success all around, our thanks to the Pelican crew
for making the trip almost as pleasurable as being on the Longhorn.
-Ron Benner
May 8 -

21 travel

+Ron Benner, Bopiah Biddanda, David Jorissen, May 3-15, Cocodrie, Louisiana, to participate in a
Department of Energy sponsored cruise aboard the RIV Pelican to investigate carbon cycling on the
Louisiana shelf.
+Tony Amos, May 6-10, Seattle, Washington, to unload equipment from NOAA RIV Surveyor in
conjunction with a research cruise return.
+Paul Montagna, May 9-:-11, College Station, to attend a planning meeting for GOOMEX at Texas A & M's
Gulf Environmental Research Group.
,
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+Rick Tinnin, May 11-12, Beeville, to participate in R. A. Hall Elementary School's Ocean Week and make
presentation on coastal habitats, plants, and animals.
+Terry Whitledge, May 12-18, St. Paul Island, Alaska, to participate in Pribilof Ecological Investigation.
+Peter Thomas, May 15-21, Toronto, Canada, to attend International Comparative Endocrinology Congress
and present paper.
+Izhar Khan, May 15-21, Toronto, Canada, to attend International Comparative Endocrinology Congress
and present paper Diurnal Variations of Plasma Gonadotropin II Levels in Response to Indolamine
Treatments in the Atlantic Croaker.
+Shampa Ghosh, May 15-21, Toronto, Canada, to attend International Comparative Endocrinology
Congress and present paper Steroid Binding of Specificity of the Maturation Inducing Steroid
Receptor in the Ovaries of Spotted Seatrout: Correlation with Activity in an in vitro Oocyte
Maturation Bioassay.
+Probodh Ghosh, May 15-21, Toronto, Canada, to attend International Comparative Endocrinology
Congress and present paper Binding of Metals to Vitellogenin and Changes in the Metal Content of
Tissues during Vitellogenesis in Sciaenid Fishes.
+Curtis Suttle, May 15-19, Atlanta, Georgia, to attend meeting of American Society of Microbiology and
to be interviewed for a possible PBS series on microbiologists.
+Paul Montagna, May 17-19, Atlanta, Georgia, to attend meeting of the American Society of Microbiology
and present paper Meiofaunal Microbiology in Marine Sediments.
+Jim Tolan, May 17-19, Port Mansfield, to work on graduate research project collecting ichthyoplankton
over grass beds and perform tests on pump-driven larval fish sampling device in the Port Mansfield
Channel.
+Scott Holt, Cameron Pratt, KathyBinney, May 18-19, Port Mansfield, to collect ichthyoplankton samples
for survey in the upper and lower Laguna Madre.
+Kathy Binney, May 21, Sarita, to do brown tide sampling of otoliths in Baffin Bay.

Fridtjof Nansen left Norway on June 24, 1893, in the specially constructed ice-resistant boat, the FRAM,
to test his theory that an ocean current flowed across the Arctic Ocean from Siberia. The Fram froze in
the waters off Siberia on September 22 and began to drift; it reached Norway on September 9, 1896.
Nansen left the ship, hoping to reach the North Pole by skis, kayak, and dogsled, but when this proved
impossible, he and his party returned to Norway, arriving about 3 weeks before the ship. The expedition
had, however, confirmed Nansen's original theory and provided important new information about the depth
and geography of the Arctic Ocean. Otto Sverdrup was captain of the Fram.
(Thanks to George Ward for his note on the anniversary and to Ruth Grundy for the encyclopedia/computer information-editor.)
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Greetings from the Alaslwn coast!
Since I left MS! in March, I have been off on quite a wallet and horizon expanding adventure. I am an
observer on a domestic commercial fishing boat in the Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska.
The observer program is part of the National Marine Fisheries Groundfish Fishery Management Program.
The objectives of the program are to provide the National Marine Fisheries Service with information of
fishing vessel efforts and obtain catch rates and groundfish species composition for aid in the fisheries
nianagement. What that means in real terms is that trained observers are placed aboard fishing boats and
they collect everything from, species identification information to individual fish weights, and incidental catch
of prohibited species such as halibut. As with any job there are pluses and minuses. On the up-side you get
to travel to remote areas of the Alaslwn coast, come in contact with strange and wonderful Pacific marine
life and leave the real world of rush hour traffic and nine to five jobs for a life of adventure on the high seas.
On the down-side, you worh long hours in dangerous conditions aboard fishing boats and as with any
government job there is literally tons of paperworh to be done.
To prepare you for work as an observer you spend 3 weeks in Seattle, Washington training, which covers
everything from species identification to boat safety, to correct procedures for filling out paper work.
However, the training doesn't prepare you (and I don't know what would) for being on deck of a 130 foot
fishing boat in the middle of the Bering Sea, in the middle of the night, soaking wet, trying to weigh a
reluctant 50 lb. live octopus in a small basket hanging from a scale, with waves crashing over the deck, while
you are trying to keep your lunch down.
-.Jerry Hoff
(Gerald R. Hoff, M.A., 1992)

Tide Predictions-M ay 24-June 6 (For tidal heights at the tide tower, South Jetty, the Aransas Pass. Heights are in feet
above or below mean sea level. The shaded area is nighttime. Remember, this is tidal height, not tidal current. Slack water ls when
the wiggly line crosses the MSL line, not at peaks and valleys, where the tidal current will be a full flood or ebb.)
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Weather Report-May 3-16

The monographic shelf list cards were mailed to OCLC (Online Computer Library Center) in Dublin,
Ohio on May 5. Retrospective conversion began Monday, May 11. The first of the records will be loaded
onto UTCAT (University of Texas Online Catalog) May 21. It is estimated that six to eight weeks will be
required to download these records. As they are downloaded, spine and barcode labels will be printed and
mailed to the marine science library. We plan to have all the labels affixed to the books by the end of
August. You may then access the monographic collection on UTCAT from your office. The next major
project will be to load the serial collection on to UTCAT.
-Ruth Grundy

Petrocom portable cellular telephone discontinued - It is now more important than ever that all
active field programs have their own cellular telephone(s). The portable Petrocom cellular telephone has
been discontinued. This unit was rarely used, but was costing a $30/month fee plus use charges. While
the Southwestern Bell portable cellular unit is still available, this unit is primarily for small boats when
operated by the professional crew (as for most class trips) and as an emergency backup. Most active field
programs already have purchased one or more Southwestern Bell units. These units are not expens.ive to
purchase or operate. Routine availability for checkout of the Southwestern Bell unit (#512-813-3138) will
eventually be discontinued and/or a fee charged for use.
Don't forget to vent the fuel tanh! Mark McGarity, who looks after the MSI small boats, reports last
week set a new record: three incidents in which outboard motor problems were attributable to failure to
unscrew the pressure release vent on the fuel tanks. Our new tanks have good seals; don't forget.
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• Thanh you again for our terrific field trip on the RIV Longhorn. The students are glad that they made
the advance arrangements necessary to leave town the weelwnd before finals, and I am grateful that you
provided us a memorable experience.
(To Rick Tinnin, Don Gibson, Hayden Abel, and Noe Cantu from Yvonne B. Estes, Ph.D., Austin Community College along with the
following handwritten notes by the Austin Community College Students.)

• Thank you for letting us get our hands dirty! - A memorable trip! (Martha Gordon)
• A once in a lifetime experience! Truly breathtaking! Thank you so much. (Wendy Shirley)
• A wonderful learning experience. Thank~, (Rex Allen)
•All together breathtaking! (Ala -Tafoya)
• Heartstopping. (Grey Nunn)
• What a great experience, thanhs. (Justin Condres)
• The captain and his motley crew, thanks. (Franh Elin)
•Let's see .. Katy ..Longhorn.. Katy ..Longhorn.. bigger is better. Thanks for sharing your knowledge. (L. Renfro)
•Thanks for the opportunity to experience marine biology first hand. Sure beats Austin or TV. (L. Allen)
• Sick, but I know now to stay on land. Thank you for the experience. (Beinalde Rocha)

This is the last issue for Bob Jones and Dick Scalan to receive at MSI, but we will putthem on our
mailing list. It was also our last chance at Terry Whitledge before we have to stand at attention and
salute when he takes over June 1. At least that is our excuse for allowing the anonymous
contribution(s) on Terry's older than dirt surprise party(s). The letter from Kornicker to Davis (see
Egabrag Woes) was before my time, but I remember being told that Dr. Davis came anyway. I
wonder how their experience compared to Dr. Estes' ·class from Austin Community College (see
Attaboys). Thanks for help with this issue to Ruth Grundy, Colleen Pike, Rick Tinnin, Pat Parker,
. Bob Jones, Kathy Quade, Paul Montagna, Dean Stockwell, Linda Yates, Patty Baker, Joan Holt,
Lynn Amos, JoAnn Page, Tony Amos, Andi Wickham. Thanks to Ron Benner for his great Cruising
with the Cajuns. His description of Cocodrie tells me the town hasn't changed much since my visit
in 1980 when MSI ex Dick Hoese, the Interim Director, had me doing some facilities planning
consulting for LUMCON. My report stated ... the site is far from ideal, but maybe it would be worth
trading our location at Port Aransas for the great Cajun food. Note that Ron reported: To end a
nearly perfect cruise we had a Cajun crawfish boil at the dock. Now we know what is missing on
our RIV LONGHORN cruises.
-John Thompson
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